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Adding Thornton for just $700,000 may pay off in a big way for Dubas and the Maple Leafs.

Iafallo, 27, is entering the final year of his contract and general manager Rob Blake said before training
camp he planned on negotiating a potential extension with the forward “as the season gets going.” After
trailing only Kopitar in playing time among forwards last year, Iafallo will continue to be used in all
situations, including power play and penalty kill. Calgary Flames Team NHL Face Coverings

• Steven Stamkos. After missing all but three minutes of the 2020 playoffs Stamkos will be back in the
lineup for the start of the season. It is perfect timing for the Lightning given that they will not have Nikita
Kucherov for the entire regular season. Tampa Bay Lightning Team NHL Face Coverings

''I don't think you get over those things very easily,'' the coach said on a Zoom call with reporters. ''On
my deathbed that'll be one of the visions that'll go through my head, you know, we didn't beat the
Lightning. It doesn't go away.''

In two seasons since joining the Sharks, Karlsson has nine goals, 76 assists, 33 power-play points, 289
shots, and a minus-9 rating in 109 games. Over the same span, Keith Yandle (Panthers - ADP: 124.7)
has 14 goals, 93 assists, 60 power-play points, 328 shots, and a minus-17 rating in 151 games. Both
players saw their output decline last season, especially when it came to putting pucks on net. Sure,
Karlsson's per-game production is marginally better, but he's a significant injury risk and certainly doesn't
deserve to go four rounds ahead of Yandle (or before pretty much any of the defensemen ranked
between the two). You're better off taking the likes of Mathew Barzal or William Nylander in Karlsson's
slot and waiting on a defenseman rather than chasing name recognition. Toronto Maple Leafs Team
NHL Face Coverings

&quot;When they started talking to me, you get excited,&quot; said Bjorkstrand, who estimated the deal
has been in the works for a month. &quot;It's definitely very nice to get something done.&quot;

Crawford ended his Blackhawks career ranked third in franchise history with 260 career wins, trailing
only Tony Esposito and Glen Hall. Crawford is the Blackhawks' franchise leader in postseason wins (52)
and is the only goaltender in team history with multiple Stanley Cups. Colorado Avalanche Team NHL
Face Coverings
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